The purpose of this article is to complete and generalize certain results on the representation of Dirichlet forms obtained by A. Beurling and J. Deny (see [3] and [5] ) and, recently, by G. Allain (see [1] ).
First let us introduce some notations and definitions. X denotes a locally compact Hausdorff space. V is a vector space of realvalued functions defined on X. Q and N will denote bilinear forms defined on V.
w == w, /•)•
Q is said to be positive if Q(f) ^ 0 for all f in the domain V.
Coo(X) is the set of all continuous realvalued functions on X, with compact support.
Q c: R/* will denote an open set. Qo(Q) is the set of all realvalued, once continuously differentiable functions on Q, with compact support.
A^o(D) is the set of all realvalued Lipschitz functions of order one with compact support.
It can be shown that u is a normal contraction of v if and only if there exists a normal contraction operator T such that u === TP (sufficiency is trivial). A central problem in potential theory is the following: Find all positive, symmetric, bilinear forms defined on a subspace V of Coo(X), on which all normal contractions operate (see [I] , [3] and [5] ).
In [I] , essentially, the following theorem is proved. 
Here, [i is a uniquely defined positive Radon measure on X, a{x, y) is a positive, symmetric Radon measure on X X X which is uniquely defined (except of course on the diagonal) and N is a uniquely defined positive symmetric form of local type. Moreover Ti operates on N.
The following problem arises naturally: Characterize the local part when X = Q. c: R/^ Q open.
Statement of results.
The following theorems are valid. This theorem has earlier been discovered by P. Roth. The proof can be found in [2] . Then there exists a locally finite point set E <== Q with the following property: If we restrict N(/*, g) to functions /*, g e V which are affine on some (arbitrarily small) neighbourhood of each point of E then N is bounded in the sense that for each compact set K c Q. there exists a constant CK such that |N(/-,g)| ^ CKllgrad/IIJgradgJL whenever supp f and supp g <= K.
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Moreover, for functions /*, geV which have continuous derivatives at every point of E, we have a partition
Ni is a focaZ positive bilinear form which is hounded in the sense described above.
No has the following properties :
(i) No(/*, g) == 0 if for every point x e E, either f or g is constant in some (arbitrarily small) neighbourhood of x.
(ii) No(f, g) = 0 if both f and g are affine in a neighbourhood of each point of E. 
(Notations as above.)
Proofs of the stated results.
Proof of theorem 2.2. -Using an idea of J. Peetre (see [7] ) we introduce the point set E defined by E == {x e ft; for every neighbourhood o>a; 9 re, 39 e V, supp 9 c: o^, HgradyL < 1 and N(9) > 1}.
LEMMA 3.1. -E is locally finite^ i.e. every compact set contains at most finitely many points of E.
Proof. -Suppose E is not locally finite. Then E has an accumulation point x^ e Q and there exists a sequence {x^ of distinct points in E, ^ + x^ converging to x^. Now choose neighbourhoods o^ 9 x^ such ^that co, C\ ^j == <p if i ^ j and all o, c= K for some compact K. By the definition of E we can find functions 9, e V with supp y^. c: (o^ Ijgrad yd] " ^ 1 and N(9,) ^ 1. If we take Proof. --For every re e K, 3 neighbourhood ^^3 x such that supp 9 <= (^.=^N(9) < ||grad(p||^.
K, being compact, can be covered by finitely many such neighbourhoods co,, v = 1, 2, ..., n. We can also find a partition of unity, The proof of this lemma is fairly straightforward but lengthy and is therefore omitted. The details can be found in [2] .
To define the forms No and N^ we need only observe that Fi(K)= {f:feV,snppf^ K, f affine on a neighbourhood of each point of E} is dense in Proof. -It is enough to carry out the proof for the case that E n supp /* consists of one single point, say 0.
Let^(r) ==sup jgrad f{x)\.
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